
APD STAFFING
Sworn and Non-Sworn



DEPARTMENT TOTAL: 543

Sworn

 Authorized: 443

 Vacancies: 51

 Current Strength: 392

 Known Gains:  14 starting 6/8

 Known Losses:  5 retirements 

Non-Sworn
 Authorized: 185

 Vacancies: 34

 Current Strength: 151

 Known Gains: 5 MIT on 6/12



RECRUITING 2023

 Officers Hired For 2023-1: 14 
 23-1 Cycle
 Applied: 302 
 Failed MQ: 59
 Failed Written: 149 (133 no show/response/WO) 
 Failed PT: 33 (17 no show or WD) 
 Failed BG: 27 (7 WD) 
 Failed Psych: 16 
 Failed Poly: 4 
 Hired: 14 

 Currently recruiting for Academy 2023-2

 Open recruitment for Dispatch and Records

 Events Attended: 44 or 8.8 per month
 • Ski for Women
 • Skinny Raven Run Series
 • UM Justice program presentations
 • USO job networking event
 • JBER TAP workshop
 • American legion Job Fair
 • Alaska National Guard Industry Days
 • Asian/Pacific Island Flag Day
 • ABC's I have a Dream Solidarity Celebration
 • Black Business Expo
 • ABC's Bettye Davis African American Health/Equity 
Summit
 • CITC Job Fair
 • Scouts First Responder Day
 • Arctic Comic Con
 • Local Radio/News Interviews
 • Highschool Job Fairs (x4)
 • Mat-Su Employer Expo
 • Best of Alaska Showcase

Completed five recruiting videos ranging from 30 

seconds to 4.5 minutes. Currently running an ad 

campaign putting videos out on media: Streaming video 

(Hulu, Roku, Apple TV, etc.), Youtube, Facebook, Ads on 

Google.



EXPECTATIONS AND STRATEGIES

 Increased overtime to backfill 

positions

 Delayed response for non-priority 

calls

 Longer wait times for records 

requests

 Shortages in all units

 Lack of participation in voluntary 

overtime

 12 hour shift for patrol (?)

 Increase the number of CSOs to do 

basic calls

 Civilian Investigators

 Closing of some specialty units

 Streamline the hiring process with 

HR

 Look at pay and benefits



QUESTIONS?



PROACTIVE RETAIL ASSISTS LAST 

QUARTER

Business

 REI

 Fred Meyer: Abbott

 Home Depot and Carrs Abbott

 JC Penney

Results
 20 Arrest for shoplifting + 5 Warrants

 10 Arrest for shoplifting + 6 Warrants

 3 Arrest for shoplifting + 1 Warrant

 9 Arrest for shoplifting + 1 possession 

of stolen property



QUESTIONS?



ABATEMENT OF VEHICLES OPERATED BY 
DELINQUENT OFFENDERS (“SCOFFLAWS”) 

AMC 9.28.035
Presented By:

Anchorage Police Department 

Chief Michael Kerle

Prepared by:
Anchorage Police Department
Traffic Unit Sergeant David Noll



Why Does the Scofflaw Program Exist?

Jennie Morris Story: One of many victims whose life was changed forever

The Scofflaw program exists to progressively address severe traffic 
offenders who refuse to obey the consequences of their repeated unsafe 
driving habits.

Scofflaw drivers have demonstrated an accumulated history of not 
following traffic laws; these are high-risk drivers that endanger the public 
and rarely face consequences. 



How Does Someone get put on the Scofflaw List?

1. A driver gets pulled over for violating one or more traffic laws

2. The driver receives a citation from the APD officer (Not all traffic stops 
result in a citation)

3. Driver ignores fines or does not fix the violation (“fix-it” ticket)

4. Alaska Court System refers the fine to APD for collection

5. Driver accumulates more than $1,000 in unpaid traffic citations

6. Driver is notified and their name then appears on the Scofflaw List at risk 
of further consequence

7. If Driver violates a traffic law yet again and APD pulls them over, the 
officer may seize the vehicle they are driving at that time 



How Does Someone get put on the Scofflaw List?
 NOTE: A driver does not typically become a Scofflaw through equipment or paperwork 

violations alone

 There are many opportunities to keep a delinquent traffic fine from being referred by 
the Court to Treasury and from accumulating toward the $1,000 Scofflaw threshold 

 It takes 90+ days from the citation issue date to become a court-ordered judgment, so 
there is significant time available for the driver to pay or correct the violation in a 
timely manner

 The average Scofflaw has accumulated between 7-8 unpaid traffic citations

 APD officers have access to an information pamphlet to hand out to offenders who 
receive a citation explaining what to do if they need more time to pay a fine 

 These are often given out upon request or when a citation is a higher dollar amount

 Thousands of these have been given to the public



INFORMATION PAMPHLET



How Many People are “Scofflaws”

Delinquent offenders represent 1-2% of the driving 
population in Anchorage

 Even less when considering that delinquent offenders 
are not limited to Anchorage residents



Scofflaw Violations

Examples of traffic citations on the Scofflaw List:

License Violations (Suspended, Revoked, No License) 10,111

Insurance Violations 9,228

Misuse of Plates, Unregistered Vehicle 4,983

Speeding 3,345

Careless, Red Lights, Stop Signs 2,357

Equipment (911 of these are inoperable or improper lights) 2,302

Seat Belts 1,235

Open Container 578

Misc. (Leave Scene of Crash, Operating Screen Device) 148



Paperwork and Equipment Violations 
 Paperwork and equipment violations tie directly to public safety

 Examples:

 Inoperable lights in low light or reduced visibility can reduce the driver’s ability to see and be 
seen.  

 The width and type of a vehicle cannot be determined at night by pedestrians or other 
drivers if lights are not lit on one side.

 Driving without insurance significantly impacts drivers involved in a traffic accident.

 Not including these violations in the Scofflaw List: 

 Removes vehicle seizure deterrent which promotes safe driving, and proper vehicle 
maintenance

 Unfairly reduces consequences for drivers who routinely violate traffic laws and refuse to 
pay the fines for their unlawful actions 



Headlight/Brake Lights
 It is not reasonable to believe that people are on scofflaw solely for head light 

or brake light violations. 

 A person would have to accumulate 20 citations for these types of violations and 
fail to correct the deficiency or pay the fine, before they became delinquent for 
$1000.  

 If all headlight and brake light citations on scofflaw were evenly distributed 
amongst scofflaws without other offenses, that would amount to less than 50 
people, or 1% of all scofflaws



Impounds
 Not all vehicles driven by suspended/canceled/revoked drivers can be 

impounded for those offenses

 Scofflaw stats in previous slides indicate there is a strong likelihood that an 
unlicensed driver will continue to drive despite being cited

 If a driver has no valid license or is suspended/canceled/revoked, AND on a 
scofflaw, the vehicle can be impounded

 Impoundment stops the improper behavior and guarantees compliance at the 
time

 Impoundment prevents collisions and protects the owner from liability



Delinquent Offenders are Dangerous
 Scofflaw offenders were involved in 13.75% of serious or fatal collisions in 

Anchorage from 2021-2022 (based on Major Collision Investigation Unit 
investigations)

 This is despite scofflaw offenders accounting for less than 2% of the population

 If those drivers had been stopped by police prior to the collision, their cars 
could have been impounded which would have prevented the serious or fatal 
collision from occurring

 Prevention is difficult to quantify.  Undoubtedly, impounding vehicles for 
scofflaw has prevented fatal crashes in the last 15 years

 The Anchorage Police Department believes we will likely see an increase in 
traffic fatalities if the scofflaw program is ended
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